




Provides a fresh and innovative approach to designing and implementing your 
cybersecurity awareness program. Unlike the majority of books on the subject, the 
language is easy to digest and the techniques human-focused. I would recommend this 
book to anyone involved in information security looking to engage the wider organisation 
and improve cybersecurity awareness.

Helen Mary Jones CITP CISSP, Group Information Security Manager, The Jockey Club 

A must read for all CISOs and cybersecurity leaders who want to include people into 
their cybersecurity strategy. This book has made me realise that our traditional methods 
to cybersecurity awareness, behaviour and culture has needed a substantial modern 
approach to empowering people into being a strong link in cybersecurity.

Joseph Carson CISSP, Chief Security Scientist and Advisory CISO, Thycotic

A book about information security awareness, behaviours and cultures, by people who 
live and breathe all three. Cybersecurity ABCs explores new depths, debunks myths, 
answers questions and shines a light on what it means to truly address the all-important 
human-related elements of modern security. The perfect guide for any security leader 
looking to make their people their strongest security asset.

Michael Hill, Editor, Infosecurity Magazine

An excellent read, and essential for cybersecurity leaders at all levels. This book 
provides not only easy to understand language, but ‘lived’ experiences, techniques and 
considerations to improve awareness, behaviour and culture within an organisation. It 
provides a holistic approach, starting with examining the behaviour of the cybersecurity 
professional, before dealing with wider organisational change. As this is the only 
resource I have seen to offer practical awareness solutions, it also makes it the missing 
piece from most major, industry-leading certifications.

Gary Cocklin CITP CISSP, Senior Cybersecurity Instructor, UK Royal Air Force (RAF)

This book does what every great business book does – it makes you think (differently, 
laterally, objectively), and helps develop those thoughts into structure. It doesn’t provide 
an ordered checklist, but rather, architects a challenge or puzzle for each reader to 
solve. All of the clues, tools and techniques are laid out by the authors for each of us to 
successfully build a solution that is a right fit for our working environment.

Richard Nealon, Trustee of The SABSA Institute

The perfect read for anyone looking to develop their understanding of the human side 
of cybersecurity. Trying to create meaningful awareness and driving positive changes 
in behaviour for those who don’t live and breathe cybersecurity is a huge challenge 
that every organisation faces. While there is no magic switch to create a positive 
cybersecurity culture, using this book as a tool will certainly provide you with the best 
knowledge, practical tips and insights to help you change the direction of your journey 
today.

Joe Pettit, Director, Bora



Cybersecurity and psychology make great bed fellows. Digging into awareness, behaviour 
and culture, the authors address the underlying ‘why’ that is key to engagement and 
empowering employees. A pragmatism gained in the field is evident throughout the 
book making Cybersecurity ABCs a comprehensive manual for the industry professional, 
that is rich in research and practical advice.

Andrea Manning, Founder and CEO, CyberPie

This deeply-researched discussion of the human side of cybersecurity presents clear 
and actionable guidance on building a robust security programme that gives employees 
the knowledge and tools to be the first and best line of defence against cyber threats. 
The authors draw from their extensive professional experience and academic research 
to explain techniques for raising awareness, encouraging positive behaviours, and 
building a corporate culture in which protecting against cyber threats becomes as easy 
and as natural for the entire workforce as reciting the ABCs. I highly recommend it for 
anyone with an interest in cybersecurity.

Donald Edwards CISSP, Director of Network Security, Salesforce

Cybersecurity ABCs sparked so many creative ideas for my role in awareness and 
training, I had to stop reading to go chat to my team about the suggested actions in how 
to make our awareness program and security culture at HPE more effective and mature.

Joanne O’Connor, Cybersecurity Training Program Manager, HPE

This book is extremely important because we tend to focus too much on technology. But 
as we have seen, a lot of security incidents are not prevented by technology but through 
awareness, behaviour and culture. What is also really uplifting is to read a book which is 
not designed for technical people but instead empowers everyday IT-users to help build 
security and take part in the day to day IT-security work.

David Jacoby, Security Evangelist and Researcher, Kaspersky
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GLOSSARY

Availability heuristic: The tendency of an individual relies on immediate examples that 
come to a given person’s mind when evaluating a specific topic, concept, method or 
decision.1

Awareness: Focuses attention on security.2

Business email compromise (BEC): A form of phishing attack where a criminal attempts 
to trick a senior executive (or budget holder) into transferring funds, or revealing 
sensitive information.3

Choice architecture: Organizing the context in which people make decisions.4

Cognitive dissonance: Cognitive dissonance is a term for the state of discomfort felt 
when two or more modes of thought contradict each other. The clashing cognitions may 
include ideas, beliefs, or the knowledge that one has behaved in a certain way.5

Cybersecurity: 1. ‘Cyberspace security’; preservation of confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of information in the Cyberspace.6,7 2. The state of being protected against 
the criminal or unauthorized use of electronic data, or the measures taken to achieve 
this.8

Cybersecurity awareness: Focusing individuals’ attention on protecting against the 
criminal or unauthorised use of electronic data, so that they can respond accordingly.9

Cyberspace: Complex environment resulting from the interaction of people, software 
and services on the Internet by means of technology devices and networks connected 
to it, which does not exist in any physical form.10

Double-blind experiment: An experiment in which neither the participant nor the 
person gathering the dependent variable data knows which group the participant is in.11 

Dunning–Kruger effect: People tend to hold overly favourable views of their abilities in 
many social and intellectual domains.12

Gamification: The practice of making activities more like games in order to make them 
more interesting or enjoyable.13

HARK(ing): Presenting a post hoc hypothesis in the introduction of a research report as 
if it were an a priori hypothesis.14
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GLOSSARY

Hawthorne effect: The phenomenon that employees perform better when they feel 
singled out for attention or feel that management is concerned about their welfare.15

Heuristic: A mental shortcut that allows an individual to make a decision, pass judgment, 
or solve a problem quickly and with minimal mental effort.16

Norm: An accepted standard or a way of behaving or doing things that most people 
agree with.17

Normalcy bias: The tendency of an individual to disbelieve or minimize threat warnings.18

Nudge: An aspect of the choice architecture that alters people’s behaviour in a 
predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic 
incentives.19

Null hypothesis: The statement postulating an experiment will find no variations 
between the control and experimental states, which is, no union between variants. 
Statistical tests are rendered to experimental outcomes in effort to disprove or refute 
the previously established significance level.20

Operant conditioning: A method of learning where the consequences of a response 
determine the probability of the response being repeated.21

Pedagogy: The study of the methods and activities of teaching.22

Phishing: Fraudulent process of attempting to acquire private or confidential information 
by masquerading as a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication.23

Planned behaviour theory: Predict an individual’s intention to engage in a behaviour at 
a specific time and place. The theory was intended to explain all behaviours over which 
people have the ability to exert self-control.24

Protection motivation theory: Describes how individuals are motivated to react in a 
self-protective way towards a health threat. It has four key elements: ‘threat appraisal’, 
followed by ‘coping appraisal’, which comprises ‘response efficacy’ – the belief that 
certain processes will mitigate the threat – and ‘self-efficacy’, an individual’s idea of 
their own ability to implement the required actions to mitigate the threat.25

Ransomware: A type of malware (like Viruses, Trojans, etc.) that infect the computer 
systems of users and manipulates the infected system in a way, that the victim cannot 
(partially or fully) use it and the data stored on it. The victim usually shortly after receives 
a blackmail note by pop-up, pressing the victim to pay a ransom (hence the name) to 
regain full access to system and files.26

Salience (or saliency) bias: The tendency of an individual to focus on items or information 
that are more noteworthy while ignoring those that do not grab our attention.27

Self-efficacy (theory): The belief in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the 
courses of action required to manage prospective situations.28
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GLOSSARY

Social proof: The phenomenon of people modelling their behaviour based on how they 
see others behave.29

Spear phishing: Spear phishing is a more sophisticated and elaborate version of 
phishing. It targets specific organisations or individuals, and seeks unauthorized access 
to confidential data. Just like in standard phishing, spear phishing attacks impersonate 
trusted sources. Moreover the attacks are personalised, and tactics such as sender 
impersonation are used.30

Training: Produces relevant and needed security skills and competencies by 
practitioners of functional specialties.31

Two-factor authentication: Two-step verification (sometimes called two-factor 
authentication or 2FA) is a more secure solution than just passwords. It works by 
requiring two different methods to authenticate yourself.32
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PREFACE

Having been very fortunate to see all three of my co-authors speak at various events – 
separately – I was even more fortunate when they not only agreed to speak at the events 
I was involved with, but then agreed to collaborate on a wild idea of mine. Cybersecurity 
ABCs is the fruit of that collaboration.

The Cybersecurity ABCs started from my dissatisfaction at security awareness. I 
have sat on many sides of the awareness fence: a consumer of security awareness 
programmes; a creator of security awareness programmes; and a consultant offering 
guidance on creating and running such programmes. I have also attended many talks 
and presentations on security awareness and related technologies. What has always 
struck me is the lack of success despite all the effort put into awareness programmes 
– and the cybersecurity profession’s resignation to failure.

So, rather than invoke the quote attributed to Einstein that ‘insanity is doing the same 
thing over and over again and expecting different results’, I called Jessica, Ciarán and 
Bruce and I asked them if they could bring their unique perspectives together and create 
a new approach to security awareness – one that actually made a difference. Luckily, 
they said yes. What I didn’t tell them at the time was that they would be responsible for 
writing and delivering a set of workshops!

The genesis of the book came from a series of workshops held by International 
Information Systems Security Certification Consortium (www.isc2.org) (ISC)2 across 
Europe, Middle East and Africa in 2016–2018, where Jessica, Ciarán and Bruce ran 
half-day sessions with information security professionals. It was clear to us both 
before these sessions and after that there was a demand for new approaches and new 
thinking in the field of security awareness. What we didn’t realise was the demand for 
radical thinking from industry professionals. The perspective offered – that integrating 
awareness with behaviour change and using both of these approaches to reinforce or 
produce a security culture would yield tangible positive outcomes – was extremely well 
received by audiences everywhere we ran the workshops. We realised soon afterwards 
that we needed to capture our knowledge, experiences as well as our thoughts and 
learnings from the workshops – and hence this book was born.

This book is testament to what happens when you put very experienced and intelligent 
people in a room and leave them to their own devices. It has been and remains a 
pleasure to work with my co-authors, whether remotely or face to face. Cybersecurity 
ABCs owes its richness and rigour to Jessica, Ciarán and Bruce and their unselfish 
sharing of knowledge and experience. 

Adrian Davis
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1  SECURITY AWARENESS: A PERENNIAL 
CHALLENGE

Adrian Davis

The topic of security awareness has exercised academics and practitioners for well over 
20 years. A search for articles on ‘information security awareness’ and ‘cybersecurity 
awareness’ using Google Scholar, for example, yields over 3,300,000 results at the 
time of writing,33 while an Amazon search presents over 200 books. International 
and national standards such as ISO/IEC 27001, ISO/IEC 27021, NIST SP 800-50 and 
proprietary standards such as the ISF Standard of Good Practice and ISACA COBIT 5 
for information security, devote all or part of their contents to cybersecurity awareness 
and associated material. Innumerable presentations have been given on the topic by 
practitioners, academics and consultants; and there is a thriving industry offering 
awareness programmes, content, guidance on running programmes, and tools to help 
the cybersecurity professional deliver better programmes, better content and achieve 
the hoped-for results.

And of course, this outpouring of research, literature, knowledge and experience is still 
growing. So, why add to this voluminous collection of knowledge?

Simply, we believe there is a way to do things much better. Rather than focus on 
awareness on its own, we believe that a different approach is needed. We call that 
different approach the ABCs. Our approach links awareness, behaviour and culture 
together, so that each reinforces the other: awareness campaigns are designed to 
change behaviour for the better; better behaviour translates into cultural norms; cultural 
norms maintain awareness and set expected behaviours.

WHERE ARE WE TODAY?

Despite the outpouring of knowledge and expertise, and the efforts and resources 
expended on security awareness, the general perception is that cybersecurity 
awareness is, to a great extent, not delivering. The desired objectives, for example that 
employees will ‘think security’ or that a security culture will be created, are rarely, if 
ever, achieved. Instead it still seems as though individuals frequently click on malicious 
links in emails, more incidents occur or the security professional is pushed further away 
from the business. The timing of awareness programmes, often delivered when people 
join and then refreshed annually, seem to militate against building understanding 
and commitment to cybersecurity and are often submerged under day-to-day issues, 
change programmes and all the demands on an individual’s time at work. There is also 
the issue of getting time in front of employees – an awareness programme has to slot 
into the schedule of corporate events, communications and training. Unfortunately, as  
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many cybersecurity professionals can attest, cybersecurity is placed low on the list, 
behind many other corporate communications.

But how did we get here? Why, despite all the money, time and brainpower thrown at 
security awareness, are we still seeing the same problems and results?

There are probably as many reasons as there are stars in the sky, but there are several 
that seem to crop up time and time again, which are:

 y myths of awareness;

 y unclear objectives;

 y delivery;

 y problem exists between chair and keyboard;

 y focusing on ourselves alone.

In this chapter we’ll examine each of these reasons in turn.

MYTHS OF AWARENESS

There are many myths about cybersecurity awareness. The top five are listed below:

 1. Cybersecurity is everyone’s responsibility.

 2. Cybersecurity is important to employees.

 3. Cybersecurity awareness will turn everyone into a ‘human firewall’.

 4. Cybersecurity awareness will make everyone behave in the way we want.

 5. Cybersecurity awareness will turn into a security culture.

Let’s start exploding these myths with number one in our list. Unfortunately, information 
security, despite what we think as cybersecurity professionals, isn’t everyone’s 
responsibility. For most organisations, it’s the responsibility of the security team, in the 
same way that invoices and payments are the responsibility of the finance team. If it was 
the employees’ responsibility, then they would have been employed to do cybersecurity 
– not the position they currently hold.

There is also the perception that the information employees use in their jobs is the 
organisation’s information, not their information, so protecting it isn’t their problem: it’s 
the organisation’s responsibility to protect it.

The second myth is that cybersecurity is important to employees. As has been repeatedly 
demonstrated, employees are happy to give their work password for a chocolate 
bar;34 sell information from their current employer for quite small sums; or use their 
corporate email to create accounts and login to dating (and other, ahem, interesting) 
sites.35 Getting through the day, their daily tasks, getting paid, getting promoted, 
getting recognised and thanked are all much, much more important to employees 
than not clicking on suspicious looking links or checking email meta-data. Of course,  
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cybersecurity is important to us; that could be why we do the jobs we do, but for the 
vast majority of people cybersecurity is low on the list of priorities and interests. There 
have been attempts to link cybersecurity to staff performance reviews and bonuses, to 
spur interest and attention. The jury is still out on these initiatives: at issue is how little 
cybersecurity can be linked to business performance and, of course, finding fault and 
tracing business impact back to an individual.

The term ‘human firewall’ has become very popular and is used by a number of security 
companies at the time of writing. No doubt the term will pass out of favour and be 
replaced by something similar. Our third myth, regardless of the words, is that once 
employees have received their cybersecurity awareness training, they will return to 
their desks and devices and stop everything that looks like a phishing email, dodgy 
attachment or piece of malware (never mind that real firewalls don’t always stop such 
traffic). Training of any sort confers a ‘halo effect’ and people go back to work keen and 
full of good intentions, which are then lost as the daily grind of meetings, emails and 
work-related activities resumes. Even with reminders and follow-ups, the impact of the 
training is lost. So, our human firewalls – although I’m not sure people would like to be 
labelled as such – may start with the best of intentions but over time their effectiveness 
lessens and can return to pre-training levels.

Our penultimate myth is that awareness can change behaviour and make everyone 
behave in the way we want or behave just as we cybersecurity professionals do. Many 
organisations expect certain patterns of behaviour (and actively encourage employees 
to align with those expectations) and, if the desired cybersecurity behaviours are 
discordant, then they will be ignored and rejected.

On the other hand, we should also be mindful that we don’t want everyone to become 
suspicious, mistrustful and paranoid of every single email or website, believe that 
every attachment is malicious, nor do we want everyone in the organisation to 
‘think like a hacker’; if nothing else, the helpdesk could be inundated!

The last myth is that we can create a security culture by awareness alone. Roughly 
defined, culture is ‘the way we do things around here’ and is made up of many factors. 
I like the cultural web (Johnson et al., 2012), which highlights the importance of six 
factors in creating or reinforcing a culture. The cultural web, simply, indicates that many 
factors influence and shape culture. Each factor, on its own or in concert with others, 
can influence the culture and can contribute to maintaining that culture as well. The six 
factors are:

 1. stories and myths;

 2. rituals and routines;

 3. symbols;

 4. organisational structure;

 5. control systems;

 6. power structures.
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This is not the only model of culture – Geert Hofstede and his collaborators have for 
many years looked at culture across and in multinational organisations and produced 
some very insightful findings (see Hofstede et al., 2002, 2010).36 What the cultural web 
neatly illustrates is that culture is made up of many interrelated and interlocking factors 
and that they may have to be addressed simultaneously to start the process of changing 
or building a culture.

An organisation will often have more than one culture; sometimes these are cultures 
influenced by location, by professional or commercial grouping or by technical expertise. 
Good examples are the difference between sales and finance functions, or US and 
European offices. Each of these cultures is built up over time and reinforced by the 
people who work in those cultures. Culture is ‘sticky’ in that as people join a company, 
they are exposed to that culture and start to behave in a manner the culture and people 
expect. That’s why changing culture is often so difficult – it requires people to change 
their mindset and their behaviours. The reason why we need to explode this myth is 
that culture change and a security culture will not spring into existence because of a set 
of phishing emails or a couple of hours of awareness training a year: it requires much 
more than this.

While we have the eventual aim of creating a security culture, we should consider how 
we can build towards that goal. That means we have to revise our objectives and ask 
ourselves a simple question: ‘what are we trying to achieve?’, which is the next topic 
we cover.

WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO ACHIEVE?

Take a step back and think about your latest awareness programme. What were you 
trying to achieve? What did you want the programme to achieve? What did your boss 
want the programme to achieve?

We need to go further back than this and understand what we mean by awareness. All 
too often, we don’t present an awareness programme; we present a mix of awareness, 
training and education, dressed up as ‘awareness’. Confusing these three terms – 
awareness, training and education – and their objectives means that a clear message 
or path to understanding can be obscured or lost, making the whole exercise deeply 
unsatisfying for all concerned.

So, let’s start out by defining these three terms, using NIST SP800-16 and SP 800-50 
as a basis.

Awareness

Security awareness efforts are designed to change behaviour or reinforce good security 
practices. Awareness is defined in US National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) Special Publication 800-1637 as follows: 

Awareness is not training. The purpose of awareness presentations is simply to focus 
attention on security. Awareness presentations are intended to allow individuals to 
recognize IT security concerns and respond accordingly. 
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In awareness activities, the learner is the recipient of information [...] Awareness 
relies on reaching broad audiences with attractive packaging techniques.

Training

Training is defined in NIST Special Publication 800-16 as follows:

The ‘Training’ level of the learning continuum strives to produce relevant and needed 
security skills and competencies by practitioners of functional specialties.

The most significant difference between training and awareness is that training seeks 
to teach skills, which allow a person to perform a specific function, while awareness 
seeks to focus an individual’s attention on an issue or set of issues. The skills acquired 
during training are built upon the awareness foundation, in particular, upon the security 
basics and literacy material. A training curriculum may not necessarily lead to a formal 
degree from an institution of higher learning; however, a training course may contain 
much of the same material found in a course that a college or university includes in a 
certificate or degree programme.

Education

Education is defined in NIST Special Publication 800-16 as follows:

The ‘Education’ level integrates all of the security skills and competencies of 
the various functional specialties into a common body of knowledge, adds a 
multidisciplinary study of concepts, issues, and principles (technological and social), 
and strives to produce IT security specialists and professionals capable of vision and 
pro-active response.

Balancing awareness, training and education

Once you see the definitions in black and white, it is obvious that the three terms are 
very different and require different approaches for success. They also have different 
outcomes. However, the three are readily and easily confused – by vendors advertising 
awareness programmes that are training programmes based on their content for 
example – and by cybersecurity professionals. 

Such confusion results in mixed messages, poor management of expectations and, 
eventually, poor outcomes. To help fix these terms in the readers’ mind and understand 
what each approach is capable of delivering, Table 1.1 is offered as guidance.

This table can help guide our thinking and provide a tool to integrate the various 
approaches. If we think about phishing campaigns for example, they are a mix of 
awareness – telling people that emails may be harmful and that emails are used for 
fraud, theft and so on – and a mix of training – getting people to click on ‘report phishing 
buttons’ or not to click on links. The clicking on the ‘report phishing button’ is a specific 
function that people are taught; nothing else. Getting the blend right between awareness 
and training is vital, as it equips people with the relevant knowledge, response and, 
where required, the specific action to take. 
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Table 1.1 Defining awareness, training and education

Approach Audience Key objective Outcome

Awareness Passive Focus attention on security Recognise information 
technology (IT) security 
concerns and respond 
accordingly

Training Active Build knowledge and 
skills to facilitate job 
performance

Teach skills that allow a 
person to perform a specific 
function

Education Very active Integrate all of the security 
skills and competencies 
of the various functional 
specialities into a common 
body of knowledge

Produce IT security 
specialists and 
professionals capable 
of vision and proactive 
response

Awareness is often treated as a means to an end but for it to be most effective, it should 
form part of something bigger. Making people aware of an issue isn’t a call to action, 
nor does it tell them what to do, as described above. To make awareness work, it should 
lead on to further activities, as shown in the engagement journey, namely, promote 
understanding, increase engagement and support action, as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 The engagement journey

Raise
awareness

Promote
understanding

Increase
engagement

Support
action
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Moving from raising awareness to supporting action will take time and will require 
the use of different skills and communication methods. If we look at the engagement 
journey, the start is the first step of raising awareness. That can be achieved by a simple 
conversation, a short video or even a message on a mouse mat. Raising awareness will 
typically be aimed at as large an audience as possible and will typically use ‘push’ or 
one-way forms of communication such as videos, lectures, online training and physical 
media. Next comes the harder step, that of promoting understanding. It’s easy to make 
someone aware of something but actually making them interested, willing to engage 
and spend time understanding what they are being told is harder. Typically, the audience 
size reduces as the effort required to promote understanding can be significant to reach 
a large audience. This step may involve regular presentations to groups by the security 
function, hands on demonstrations and follow-up. Once the audience reaches an 
understanding, then the programme needs to keep people engaged and interested. This 
is the point where the audience should be actively doing something, asking questions 
and even conducting simple tasks with supervision. Seminars, workshops and detailed 
briefings will be the tools of choice. Finally, the objective will be to get the audience to 
support cybersecurity actions and take an active part in making those actions happen. 

Awareness, while covering the majority of people in an organisation, is one part of 
the equation. While it’s true that organisations will not seek to train or educate many 
individuals – nor could they within the typical budget provided – there is a place for 
identifying individuals or functions where the more in-depth approach of training or 
education could provide benefit. Education is often focused on particular individuals and 
on information security, for example through the application of professional certifications 
such as Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) and Certified 
Information Security Manager (CISM) or academic qualifications such as undergraduate 
and postgraduate degrees. This level of education can prepare individuals for promotions 
or allow them to gain further insight and raise their value to the security function and the 
organisation. Training can be extended to a wider group of individuals – a good example 
is training user access administrators to add user rights according to a security policy 
and procedure – thus ensuring that a consistent, secure approach is followed.

Ideally, taking into consideration all the constraints in an organisation, a balance 
between awareness, training and education should be struck. All cost time and money; 
all have particular benefits. Awareness is a ‘marathon, not a sprint’ and requires 
frequent repetition, is difficult to measure and yields the least obvious results, yet it is 
vital that individuals in an organisation have a basic comprehension of cybersecurity 
and the function. Training can be a one-off, can be measured (relatively) easily and can 
yield results quickly, while education may yield results over the longer term.

Building on our understanding of awareness, training and education, we can start to 
examine how we can deliver each of these to our audiences, which is covered next.

DELIVERY

When we think about how cybersecurity awareness is delivered, it’s often lumped in 
with IT or compliance subjects; through ‘merch’ (merchandise) – posters, cups, mouse 
mats and so on; often delivered as part of induction programmes (if such things 
exist); delivered as part of annual computer-based training (CBT) or via an ‘awareness  
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programme’; on the intranet (as a microsite maybe, with downloads and videos); 
and included in newsletters. There is, of course, also the face-to-face delivery in a 
meeting, or over the phone when someone calls asking for help. Let’s briefly review the 
mechanisms of delivery and highlight some important features of each.

Annual training

The first delivery mechanism we touch on is the annual ritual of training and the 
incorporation of cybersecurity into that training round. In some industry verticals, staff 
have to undergo some form of annual training to carry on with their jobs. It is often seen 
as a good idea to bundle the annual mandatory training and topics such anti-money 
laundering, compliance and cybersecurity together. From one perspective, it means 
that everyone does the training (it’s mandatory), the completion of the training and 
any associated tests are recorded (so it can be proved that everyone has done the 
mandatory training) and it means that time doesn’t have to be found at other points 
during the year to run cybersecurity awareness workshops. From another perspective 
(that of the employee), it’s another course to get through as fast as possible in order 
to get back to the real work. Typically, little or no time is set aside to do these courses, 
nor is there any visible reward for completion. Even if there is a test at the end of the 
course, it’s a hurdle to get past, not a learning opportunity. Stories of interns completing 
training on behalf of staff members, or one person doing the course and then sharing 
the questions and answers with the team, which reduce the reach and impact of the 
training, are rife. Even if face-to-face training is used, it can be very hard to judge or 
accurately measure the impact, value or long-term benefit of that training.

Associated with this delivery mechanism is the awareness campaign, where a theme 
is chosen and then presentations, emails, articles and training are all bundled together 
and then distributed to staff over a period of time.

Merch 

Traditional security awareness relies on ‘merch’, combined with some form of awareness 
programme, lecture or other training (e.g. CBT).

I remember seeing a poster in an office toilet38 in Norway (yes, really) that had an 
image of a toothbrush and the Norwegian equivalent of ‘you wouldn’t reuse this, 
so why reuse your password?’

There have been cups, coffee mugs, mouse mats and pencils, all with messages such as 
‘Think security’, ‘Think, don’t click’ in organisational circulation and these are probably 
still doing the rounds in organisations today. Screensavers with such messages used to 
be popular as well. These are all passive methods of communicating – they all depend 
on an individual reading the slogans and then doing something – or being engaged 
enough to even take notice of the message. Unfortunately, employees can also become 
desensitised to these images and slogans, which further limit the impact and usefulness 
of merch.
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New starter induction

Next comes new starter induction. Larger organisations can afford the luxury of a full 
day to orient staff but, even then, cybersecurity may be covered in only one or two 
slides. Typically, those slides won’t be delivered by a cybersecurity professional, so the 
messages need to be clear and succinct. The messages often get buried among all the 
other important things the new staff member has been told. And, of course, from day 
one the new staff member is starting to learn the culture. While large organisations can 
induct their staff, smaller organisations often can’t, so the new staff member learns on 
the job. Typically, the new staff member will learn from their peers and colleagues, so 
they will be further indoctrinated into the prevailing culture. In fact, it’s hard to escape 
the reality that most training really does happen on the job, day to day; and much of the 
learning happens by a process of observation. Some organisations have gone so far as 
to deliberately state that staff will learn by ‘80 per cent experience, 20 per cent training’.

Computer-based training

CBT ranges from the genuinely impressive to downright awful. Videos, stills and 
voiceovers all have their uses but they have to be done in the same style and with the 
same high quality. There is nothing worse than a mix of high- and low-quality images, 
bad voiceovers or inconsistent styles: all detract from the messages the CBT is trying 
to deliver. An effective CBT can attempt to tell a story, preferably one to which staff can 
relate, that highlights key decision points and the impact of the decisions taken. These 
decisions can then be referred back to what should have been done, the questions that 
should have been asked and the behaviour or policies that should have been followed. 
However, not all CBT follows this approach and is often slide-based regurgitations of 
policy statements, snippets from standards and quotes from laws or regulation, followed 
by a test. Hardly stirring stuff.

There has been an industry-wide trend to use phishing campaigns to train and educate 
users as a form of CBT to raise awareness. The majority of CBT tools for this are 
sophisticated, allowing multiple campaigns to be run, identification of repeat ‘offenders’ 
and even instant feedback should an end user click through the link. Without wishing to 
play down the impact of phishing, business email compromise and its variants, the issue 
here is that we can either desensitise the end users so they stop listening or, worse, they 
think that this is the only threat they have to be aware of – and so create other areas of 
weakness to be exploited.

Awareness programmes may not suffer from the same limitations as a CBT or online 
course. A good instructor and compelling slides, backed with real-world stories, can be 
impactful and draw the audience in. Unfortunately, the time and cost of preparing such 
a programme, allied to the time and cost of actually getting it in front of the business, 
militate against such programmes being run frequently if at all.

Use of intranet or a security website

Another frequently used delivery method is the intranet and the ‘security website’. The 
idea behind these is quite simple – a place where anyone can find what they need to 
know about security. The website can contain policies, CBT, presentations and can act as  
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another awareness tool. Like any website, the security website needs frequent attention 
to keep it up to date, fresh and interesting. The maintenance of such a website takes time; 
writing or finding articles and content takes further time and effort. Unfortunately, the 
time needed for website maintenance can be gradually taken away by more important 
tasks, so the website loses its freshness and starts to become out of date. There is then 
of course a vicious cycle; it requires too much effort to update the website; no one visits 
the website, so why spend the effort on updating it; and so on. The website suffers from 
the same problem as ‘merch’; it is passive and relies on people actively visiting it and 
looking for what they want.

Newsletters

Finally, there is the newsletter or weekly update email approach. Still used by many 
organisations, the corporate newsletter would seem to be an ideal vehicle for keeping 
security in people’s minds. Similar to the website, effort is required to write the articles 
and hit the deadlines for publication. It is often difficult to know if the newsletter and 
individual articles are being read and to then measure the impact of any articles 
therein. Articles are much more effective when tied into other work – such as a phishing 
campaign – so each is reinforcing the other and readers get a sense of the wider picture. 
In some cases, different functions, regions or other corporate entities may produce their 
own newsletter – with perhaps a resulting negative impact on the overall readership of 
any of the newsletters received.

The mechanism or mechanisms by which we deliver our messages will impact the 
effectiveness of our campaigns. Different generations have learned to consume 
information in different ways and from different media, so we should look to use a blend 
of approaches to get our message across to the various audiences in an organisation. 
Using the same old approaches, for example email and print, may result in a percentage 
of our audience simply not seeing them – especially if our audience is on Slack (or 
similar) and Teams (or similar).

Now, this does not mean we should rush and create videos and images that would grace 
a TikTok, Instagram or YouTube account. Instead, think about how these and other media 
are used to get messages across to a wide audience. Clear messaging, supported by 
relevant visuals, in a time limited format lies at the heart of these approaches and result 
in an impactful and easy to understand package.

Despite the many routes we use to put our messages across, it can seem that nothing 
works; so, perhaps, it’s not us, it’s them?

PROBLEM EXISTS BETWEEN CHAIR AND KEYBOARD

We’ve all heard this or similar phrases about non-IT people; we may have used them 
ourselves. This simple phrase and accompanying attitude also sum up one of our biggest 
problems: we don’t ‘get’ the very people to whom we are trying to communicate. You can 
argue that this phrase (and its kin) reflects our own culture, in that we believe outsiders 
to be either uninterested, unintelligent or unable to do the (simple) things we tell them.
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Now, before I get accused of painting employees as being completely unconcerned 
about information security, let me add this very large caveat: most employees try their 
best every day. They try to remember the right way of doing things, follow the processes 
and procedures and do all the other things expected of them at work. Cybersecurity is 
just one more thing they have to remember and do.

Let’s take a step back and think about our non-IT, non-cybersecurity colleagues. Typically, 
they’re employed to do a job in which IT plays a subordinate and supporting role. They’re 
expected to know how to use IT at some level; and the expectation is they know how to 
use email, word processing, spreadsheet and presentation software. Little or no training 
will be given when they join the organisation and it is likely that any training funds they 
receive will go towards their professional development. We talk of people and staff 
becoming computer and technology literate, but that isn’t necessarily true; they are 
much better at using technology, because it has been simplified – think of app stores, 
automatic updates and so on. Again, I am not doing down our non-IT colleagues; rather 
I am challenging our assumptions about what they really know when it comes to IT and 
what we really expect of them. If, for example, a user is used to going to an app store, 
downloading the app they want with minimal effort and then using it, then can we really 
expect them to know how to change the configuration or profile in a business app?

We should reflect on the messages we send as well; all too often we exhort people 
‘not to click on links or attachments’ or ‘don’t click on links or attachments you don’t 
trust’ in emails but then we send people emails with links in – and ask them to click on 
them! Put yourselves in the shoes of someone who receives these messages; first, it’s 
incredibly confusing as I am being told one thing and then asked to do another. Second, 
I’m being told to make judgement calls in the work environment that I may not have the 
context, decision framework or understanding to make. In some cases, telling people 
to do certain things such as ‘hover over the link’ and see what the Uniform Resource 
Locator (URL) is can be worse than no advice at all – how does a non-specialist know 
the URL is a compromise tool? Finally, I am being told it’s OK to click on certain links 
or attachments as they come from someone in the organisation with a particular role; 
but I don’t know that person, nor do I understand where they fit in with my role or my 
sphere of interest. Without delving too much into the mechanics of trust, why should 
anyone trust you as the cybersecurity person? Why should they follow your advice when 
you seem to be contradicting it? As a result, what we think is a clear and unambiguous 
message is in fact the opposite and, if anything, sows doubt about us, our knowledge 
and why we should be believed.

We could argue that the problem does exist between chair and keyboard; but perhaps it 
is our chair and keyboard, not those of the non-IT specialist. In any business, like-minded 
individuals group together and develop their own culture, and their own assumptions 
and language. These groups can become closed shops, where the group opinions are 
perceived as being truth, not just opinion, and then start to be reflected back within the 
group, gaining veracity with each repetition.39 The peril of groupthink40 can also occur, 
so that decisions are made using the same terms of reference and with a desire not to 
destroy or upset the group. As a result, we believe what we (and our group) believe, and 
we believe that what we communicate to everyone outside the group is rational, clear 
and understandable because our group agree that is the case.
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FOCUSING ON OURSELVES ALONE

Cybersecurity is not necessarily the best-loved part of an organisation, nor the best-
financed. As a result, the team, function or individuals can become very closed and 
adopt an ‘us against the world’ mentality. It’s not unusual: many other functions in a 
business do it as well.

Unfortunately, this can mean that cybersecurity professionals stop looking for new 
ideas and for help in performing tasks outside the normal range of activities. When 
thinking about awareness, training and education, we’ll probably find that a significant 
percentage of cybersecurity professionals have never received formal training in how 
to create, populate and run cybersecurity programmes, how to measure their impact or 
how to measure the quality of the content. For example, security awareness occupies 
two pages in the CISSP Official Study Guide (Stewart et al., 2015) and these pages are 
concerned more with the setting up and management of the programmes, than the 
actual delivery. It’s probably also true that very few cybersecurity professionals have 
been exposed to pedagogical thinking, the theories about learning styles and marketing 
and communication methods. Again, this is not to downplay the knowledge and skills 
of the cybersecurity professional, but the items mentioned in the previous sentence are 
usually outside the knowledge required of such a professional, and the demands of the 
role do not allow time for learning this knowledge.

As a result, when designing or looking at awareness campaigns, the same ‘tried and 
tested’ methods are adopted; new ideas are either not known about or not applied as 
there isn’t time to learn, test and then apply them. This problem isn’t new; for example, 
Thomson and von Solms published a paper in 1998 in which they stated:

Techniques borrowed from the field of social psychology, which have been largely 
ignored in current awareness programs, are highlighted in order to show how they 
could be utilized to improve the effectiveness of the awareness program.

Much research, both academic and business, has focused on how to integrate non-
security thinking, techniques and approaches with awareness. For example, using 
marketing techniques and treating non-security staff as customers has frequently 
been discussed; attempts to use gamification schemes described; and tactics such as 
influencing and drip-feeding information to arouse and maintain interest. However, much 
of this hasn’t yet borne fruit in organisations, mainly because of inertia, time and cost 
pressures and the ‘ourselves alone’ mentality described at the beginning of this section.

Overcoming this issue of ‘ourselves alone’ is hard. One of the most pertinent and 
interesting insights about security awareness is given by the Information Security 
Forum (2020) in their Standard of Good Practice. Paraphrasing somewhat, the relevant 
section states inter alia, 

… cybersecurity awareness programmes designed and delivered by dedicated, 
specialist learning and development professionals and other subject matter experts 
(such as internal communications and marketing) (emphasis added).

That widely accepted statements of good practice still need to explicitly tell us to work 
with other people highlights how rare such cross-disciplinary efforts are, even in 2020. 
It is a truism that good people seek out people who can complement them; if you are  
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strong in finance but weak in marketing, you work with someone with the reverse skill 
mix. We should do the same and actively seek out other experts’ opinions, advice and 
help – ‘ourselves together’ if you like – to seek new ways of telling our stories and new 
tools to communicate our message.

AWARENESS, BEHAVIOUR AND CULTURE

All the authors of this book agree that ‘the objectives of a cybersecurity awareness 
campaign should always be to change behaviour for the better and to strengthen 
cybersecurity culture’.41

For us, awareness is not the be all and end all. It is in fact one of three factors that can 
be used in combination to improve cybersecurity in an organisation. It is often a stated 
desire that we, as cybersecurity professionals, want to change the culture and create a 
‘security culture’ in our organisations. Awareness is not enough on its own and we need 
to harness other tools and techniques to transform awareness into a tool to change 
behaviour and strengthen culture.

Behaviour change is not easy – ask anyone who has tried to stop smoking or keep to 
a diet or exercise regime – but there is a wealth of published material and expertise 
covering this topic. One of the more popular approaches was ‘Nudge Theory’, as put 
forward in Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth and Happiness (Thaler and 
Sunstein, 2009). Simply put, a nudge makes it more likely that an individual will make 
a particular choice, or behave in a particular way, by altering the environment so that 
automatic cognitive processes are triggered to favour the desired outcome. Examples 
include placing fruit at eye level (or by the tills) in shops and chocolate lower down;42 
making green energy deals the default; and placing hand sanitiser dispensers in easy 
to reach places in hospital wards to encourage hand hygiene for visitors and staff.43

We deliberately set our vision wider than the individual and their struggle to change 
behaviour. It is well known that a host of factors influence behavioural change. In the 
organisational context, which is what we are most interested in, one of the key factors 
is organisational culture. We’ll discuss what this term really means later in the book, 
but for the moment we’ll adopt the simple definition of ‘the ways we do things round 
here’. Importantly, we need to align our expected security behaviours with the normal 
behaviours expected and set by the organisational culture. Simply telling people to do 
something that goes against the culture is doomed to failure. Instead, awareness and 
behaviour must work within and with the culture to accomplish lasting change and 
improvements in cybersecurity.

This book, based on our experience, makes the explicit link that awareness is there to 
change behaviour. We can make people aware that it is better to eat fruit than chocolate 
(or other junk food) – but if we change something that helps people to turn awareness 
into (easy) action, then awareness is turned into concrete actions or thought. For us as 
security professionals, behaviour is a key part of our defences. Think of all the times 
we exhort people ‘not to click on links’, ‘don’t open emails from people you don’t know’ 
or ‘don’t leave your computer unlocked’; in fact, all of these are learned behaviours. We 
are (subconsciously) asking people to change behaviour but not following it up with the 
insights needed to make that behaviour change or stick.
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We will look further into behaviour and behaviour change in this book and how we can 
use well-known techniques to encourage simple actions that make a big difference to 
our security. Behaviour change is not an overnight phenomenon and there can be many 
setbacks and false starts. However, as we discuss, using the twin tools of awareness 
and behaviour change can increase the probability that change will happen and, most 
importantly, become the new norm (or the change will ‘stick’).

Recalling our previous discussion, we identified six factors that can make up a culture. 
I’d like to draw your attention to three components of the cultural web: stories and 
myths, rituals and routines, and control systems. Stories are an incredibly powerful 
way of transmitting shared or expected values and behaviours and what happens to 
those who adopt or reject those values or behaviours. Rituals and routines also create 
and impress expected values and behaviours on new and existing staff. Control systems 
also impress and reward expected behaviour, making behaviour even more significant. 
If people are rewarded (in whatever way) for following expected behaviour, then they 
will copy the expected behaviour.

We can quickly see that culture has a significant behavioural component. Change the 
behaviours, change the stories, rituals and rewards and you can change the culture. We 
talk of creating or maintaining a ‘security culture’ in our organisation and how awareness 
can help us in that task. With such a dependence on behaviour, we can quickly see that 
awareness on its own will have little impact. We thus go back to the comment at the 
beginning of this section, ‘change behaviour for the better and strengthen cybersecurity 
culture’. One of our levers to change culture is behaviour.

In a manner similar to behaviour change, culture change is not an overnight 
phenomenon. We can address the creation and maintenance of a ‘security culture’ 
through small, meaningful behaviour changes. Trying to change a culture through a 
single massive intervention is risky – and just because chief executive officers (CEOs) 
have managed it in the past, doesn’t mean it is a blueprint for the future.44 It is often 
easier to change culture through small, well-defined changes and use these as stepping 
stones or employ their combined effect to make the required changes. Importantly, to 
change culture, we need to understand and define what the culture already is – a task 
we will examine later in the book.

So, to finish this introduction, let me provide you with a simple model of the ABCs 
(Figure 1.2).

From this diagram, I hope you can see that the three components of the model are 
(intimately) linked and that a change in one will affect the others for good or bad. The 
‘ABC wheel’ also exhorts you to think how to use the components to best effect, so if you 
want to change behaviour, you examine how both awareness and culture can positively 
contribute.

SUMMARY

Cybersecurity awareness is important. Organisations are becoming ever more reliant 
on technology and data and this reliance is set to increase, as more and more data 
is generated by people and machines. As this reliance and dependence increases, so  
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Figure 1.2 Simple cybersecurity ABC model

Enhanced
cybersecurity

Awareness

BehaviourCulture

the effects of an incident also rise – not just in terms of time lost in managing the 
incident but in terms of regulatory and legal fines, brand and reputation damage, and 
external scrutiny. The cost of an awareness programme is certainly less than the cost 
of a breach.

However, despite its importance, getting security awareness to work is a perennial 
issue. This chapter has discussed some of the reasons behind why we struggle to make 
awareness work. We believe that awareness can only work if it is part of something 
larger and used in conjunction with the tools and techniques to change behaviour and 
strengthen culture from a security perspective. The next chapters will examine the ABCs 
– awareness, behaviour and culture – in much more detail and provide a new approach 
to delivering the lasting change and culture for which we all strive.
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